work done with P. C. Gilmore on knapsack problems strongly suggested the results of this paper.
MAIN RESULT. There is a uniform construction such that for any Thue system, T, to which this construction is applied, the result is a group presentation, GT, consisting of a finite number of generators and a finite number of defining relations; moreover, the word problem for GT is of the same recursively enumerable degree of unsolvability as the word problem for T.
COROLLARY. In the theorem, for "Thue system" read "recursively enumerable set of natural numbers" and for "the word problem for T" read "the decision problem for T."
These results and their proofs should be compared with observations of A. A. Fridman and C. R. J. Clapham.I Our argument for the Main Result is based, both in over-all plan of and rule pair cpvd +-* 1 added; let 2; range over words on 8'+* with exactly one occurrence of qi (special words). It follows easily that4 (?)-)2 ; '+* q, has the same recursively enumerable degree of unsolvability as the word problem for V'.
Now identify E'+* with the T of JLB, page 22, by taking the qi of 3'+* to be Britton's qo (his abbreviation: q) and the remaining symbols of 3'+* to be Britton's s1, 82, . . SM. Note (see JLB, p. 22, line 18) Britton's N = 0. Accordingly, we shall assume suggestion II, page 29, lines 5-to 2-of JLB effected throughout Britton's argument. Thus Britton's z becomes q and all Pa are erased; his groups Hi become his Gi. Lemmas 6, 7 of JLB, page 23, show (?2); I-T q is reducible to the word problem for G. Thus to show the Main Result it suffices to show the following.
MAIN REDUCTION. The word problem for G is reducible to (?2)Z H. T q. Proof of the Main Reduction: P shall range over k-, t-free words5 of the group G; both F and G shall range over k-, t-, q-free words of G; both M and N over k-, t-, q-, r-, 1-free words of G; A over products of the factors Hi-li-jFi (see JLB, p. 25, line 13)6 and B over products of the factors KiriGi-j; L over products of (i.e., words on) y and the la and R over products of x and the ra; D over products of x, the ra, and q-ltq; C, over products of the Y'Sa and Q6 over products of the saXE, e = :i 1; A and H over products on the Sa without negative exponents; z over words (?L) (L 1). Each of these problems8 is well known to be recursively solvable in the present free group case simply by "cancelling down" the given word. Then the plan of the argument to show the Main Reduction is as shown in Figure 1 . In Figure 1 another arrow should run from K> to t; and from E to P. The arrows and theorem numbering are as defined in PR, page 619, lines 2-5 (with "upward" deleted). Only the straight path leading up the left side of Figure 1 
